EVALUATION OF EXPOSURE PARAMETERS IN PLAIN RADIOGRAPHY: A COMPARATIVE STUDY WITH EUROPEAN GUIDELINES
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Typical distribution of exposure parameters in plain radiography is unknown in Portugal. This study aims to identify exposure parameters that are being used in plain radiography in the Lisbon area and to compare the collected data with European references [Commission of European Communities (CEC) guidelines]. The results show that in four examinations (skull, chest, lumbar spine and pelvis), there is a strong tendency of using exposure times above the European recommendation. The X-ray tube potential values (in kV) are below the recommended values from CEC guidelines. This study shows that at a local level (Lisbon region), radiographic practice does not comply with CEC guidelines concerning exposure techniques. Further national/local studies are recommended with the objective to improve exposure optimisation and technical procedures in plain radiography. This study also suggests the need to establish national/local diagnostic reference levels and to proceed to effective measurements for exposure optimisation.

INTRODUCTION

Patient exposures in diagnostic radiology are increasing at an alarming rate for certain radiographic, fluoroscopic and computed tomography (CT) examinations.(1).

According to the UNSCEAR 2000 report, the overall mean effective dose per examination has increased by about 20% and the annual collective effective dose by nearly 50%, from 1991 to 1996(2).

Significant differences in national practices with medical radiation exposure with real impact on population mean annual effective dose are described by several studies(2,3). Reports of wide variations in patient dose for the same radiographic examinations within and among hospitals in the UK and Europe are also described previously.(4,5). The following question is addressed in a Special Report(6): ‘Is it really justified for one facility to use an exposure that is 10, 20 or 126 times greater than that used by another facility to produce a radiographic image?’.

In addition, a recent study estimates that the diagnostic use of X-ray causes an increase of cumulative risk of cancer at an age of 75 y: UK (0.6%), The Netherlands (0.7%), Switzerland (1%) and Germany (1.5%)(7).

For diagnostic purposes, the optimisation of exposure involves the relationship of three core aspects of the imaging process(8): (i) choice of radiographic technique; (ii) radiation dose to the patient and (iii) diagnostic quality of the radiographic image. These three aspects are critical for the diagnostic quality of the radiographic image.

Exposure parameters influence and determine the quantity and quality of the X-ray beam. The choice of the most adequate radiographic technique to each clinical situation involves the selection of the correct exposure parameters. It is the radiographer’s responsibility to adequately select exposure technical parameters except those related to particular equipment characteristics(9).

The four main exposure parameters are tube potential (in kV), tube intensity (in mA), exposure time (in s) and focus-to-detector distance (in cm). Exposure time and tube intensity could be a unique exposure factor (in mAs).

In 1996, the Commission of European Communities (CEC) published recommendations concerning Quality Criteria for Diagnostic Radiographic Images.(10) These recommendations or Guidelines define diagnostic requirements for a normal, basic radiograph, specifying anatomical image criteria and important image details; indicate criteria for the radiation dose delivered to the patient and give an example for good radiographic technique by which the diagnostic requirements and the dose criteria can be achieved(10).

Several European countries have already incorporated in their national legislation these recommendations and the European directives on radiation protection. In Portugal, the European Directive 97/43/Euratom is already incorporated in Portuguese legislation as well as the European Guidelines recommendations(11).

Although regulation on radiation protection is already incorporated in national legislative documents, in Portugal there is no real implementation of these recommendations in daily clinical practice.
or real established diagnostic reference levels (DRLs). As an example, typical distributions of exposure parameters in plain radiography are unknown in Portugal. This exploratory study could constitute a contribution to the identification of these distributions. We are investigating the typical exposure parameters in plain radiography for skull, chest, lumbar spine and pelvis.

This study aims to identify exposure parameters used in plain radiography in the Lisbon area and to compare collected data with European references\(^{10}\).

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

A questionnaire was developed and delivered to 85 radiographers working in the Lisbon area, and 35 (41.1%) valid responses were returned. They were asked to identify exposure parameters that they are using in their clinical practice for a reference adult patient of 70 kg\(^{10}\). Four anatomic regions were considered in seven radiological projections: skull (PA; lateral), chest (PA; lateral), lumbar spine (AP; lateral) and pelvis (AP).

Collected data indicates kV, mA, exposure time (ms), mAs and focus-to-detector distance (cm) that are being used in daily practice for each radiological projection.

Data were analysed using the SPSS® version 14.0 statistical software.

### RESULTS

The results shown in this study allow us to identify the main exposure parameters in seven radiological projections in four anatomic regions.

One sample \(t\)-test at a 95% confidence interval (CI) of the difference shows a significant deviation \((P < 0.001)\) from the test value (Table 1), except for chest lateral. kV values (mean) for skull PA (63.03), skull lateral (60.11), chest PA (106.08), chest lateral (118.13), lumbar spine AP (66.58) and pelvis AP (66.82) are below the CEC kV reference values (Test value column). Lumbar spine lateral projection mean kV value (82.21) is within the recommended interval, although the results show a significant difference \((P < 0.001)\) from the lowest (70 kV) and highest (85 kV) reference values.

Table 2 shows that there is no significant deviation from test value for most projections. A significant deviation \((P < 0.001)\) is shown for lumbar spine lateral. Mean exposure time values for skull PA (157.01), skull lateral (195.32) and chest PA (21.84) are above the CEC exposure time reference values (Test value column). Chest lateral (33.45), lumbar spine AP (320.14), lumbar spine lateral (466.11) and pelvis AP (287.68) are below the CEC reference level.

Exposure parameters for all projections (tube potential and exposure time) are shown in Figure 1(a–g).

### Table 1. Tube potential (in kV) one-sample \(t\)-test at 95% CI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projection</th>
<th>Mean (kV)</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Test value (kV)</th>
<th>(t)-statistic</th>
<th>(P)-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skull PA</td>
<td>63.03</td>
<td>6.386</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>(-6.732)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skull lateral</td>
<td>60.11</td>
<td>7.129</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>(-8.440)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest PA</td>
<td>106.08</td>
<td>18.850</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>(-6.188)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest lateral</td>
<td>118.13</td>
<td>14.114</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>(-3.000)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbar spine AP</td>
<td>66.58</td>
<td>6.942</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>(-7.274)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbar spine lateral</td>
<td>66.82</td>
<td>6.900</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>(-7.311)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Exposure time (in ms) one-sample \(t\)-test at 95% CI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projection</th>
<th>Mean (ms)</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Test value (ms)</th>
<th>(t)-statistic</th>
<th>(P)-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skull PA</td>
<td>157.01</td>
<td>116.112</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.837</td>
<td>0.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skull lateral</td>
<td>195.32</td>
<td>133.106</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.581</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest PA</td>
<td>21.84</td>
<td>23.196</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest lateral</td>
<td>33.45</td>
<td>27.751</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>(-0.851)</td>
<td>0.412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbar spine AP</td>
<td>320.14</td>
<td>312.528</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>(-1.225)</td>
<td>0.233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbar spine lateral</td>
<td>466.11</td>
<td>428.648</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>(-5.842)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelvis AP</td>
<td>287.68</td>
<td>268.652</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>(-1.961)</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Skull observations (Figure 1a and b) are below the CEC recommendation interval for tube potential (76% PA; 89% lateral) and above the recommendation for exposure time of 100 ms (85% PA; 80% lateral).

Exposure parameters for chest radiography are shown in Figure 1c and d. Tube potential results are below the reference of 125 kV (90% PA; 62% lateral). Only a few observations (23%) are set on 125 kV or above in lateral projection. Exposure time is below the 20 ms (70% PA) and 40 ms (62% lateral) recommendation. Some results are observed far above the recommended exposure time for both projections.
Figure 1. (a–g) Scatter plot showing exposure parameters (tube potential and exposure time).
Lumbar spine AP projection (Figure 1e) shows 83% of observations below the reference interval (75–90 kV). In this projection, 30% of exposure time observations are above the reference of 400 ms. Only 26% of cases in lumbar spine lateral projection (Figure 1f) are below the reference interval for tube potential and 22% above the limit of 1000 ms.

Figure 1g shows that in 73% of cases tube potential is below the recommended range of 75–90 kV for pelvis AP projection. Exposure time is >400 ms reference in 27% of cases.

DISCUSSION

Scatter plots (Figure 1a–g) show a dispersion of exposure parameters without a consistent pattern and a wide variation in exposure parameters for the same radiological projection. A wide dispersion is observed with a predominance of results below the recommended kV interval and above the recommended exposure time. Compared with CEC guidelines observations show an inadequate selection of exposure parameters. Other studies also demonstrate a wide variation in exposure parameters. This could configure a practice of overexposure and collected data suggest that entrance skin dose (ESD) could be above the reference value in several projections since long exposure times are observed in most projections.

The wide variability found in exposure parameters could be explained by differences in equipment characteristics (e.g., screen-film, computed radiography or digital radiography) that is used in the clinical practice by the respondents. Other possible explanations could be the fact that there is a lack of implemented local/national recommendations and lack of criteria for good radiographic techniques in Portugal.

Further actions should be taken to optimise exposure in plain radiography. This study shows tube potential values (kV) systematically below the CEC reference. Literature shows that higher potential values allows considerable dose reduction without loosing image quality. A reduction of up to 29.9% in patient effective dose was demonstrated in Doherty.

It must be mentioned as a possible restriction that collected data are based on personal experience of radiographers. Data were not collected or measured at the time the radiological procedures being carried out. This is important because ESD was not measured or calculated. In some projections, the results show exposure times above the CEC reference level and this could configure a practice of overexposure to the patients.

Implementation of local references could achieve an ESD reduction between 30 and 60% below the CEC recommendation. Several studies show that it is possible to achieve a dose reduction of 50% without loosing image quality when CEC guidelines are well established.

CONCLUSIONS

This study shows that at a local level (Lisbon region) radiographic practice does not comply with CEC guidelines concerning exposure techniques. Further national/local studies are recommended with the objective to improve exposure optimisation and technical procedures in plain radiography. This study also suggests the need to establish national/local DRLs and to proceed to effective measurements for exposure optimisation.
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